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to apprenticeship ; they exact admission fees ; and they
limit their members to one branch of the legal profession, just
as merchants were excluded from retail trade. But though
the profession of law, in common with other professions, is
to some extent a monopoly, the substitution of a vast legal
corporation, endowed with the sole right of pleading in the
courts, would be considered a greater monopoly, even if—
as a compensation for the restraints imposed on individuals
—the public were at liberty to buy shares and participate in
the profits. The discouragement of individual enterprise in
the Indian trade must have served to contract the Indian
market; and, in spite of the Company's claim that more
capital was invested in the trade since it could draw upon
the savings of the whole community, it appears probable
that less capital flowed into the trade under the prevailing
system since less was needed. The interlopers' argument
that exclusive joint stocks were * shackles to trade and curbs
to industry and ingenuity '1 was repeated and embroidered
for two centuries2; and it seemed confirmed by the fact
that the Company's patent embraced * one-third part of the
world ', yet it traded only to a few ports 3. The criticisms of
Adam Smith were also anticipated in the contention that
joint-stock companies could not trade ' so frugally and ad-
vantageously * as individuals, for they conducted business
" with a pride and expense more becoming the state of kings
than of merchants ". " They expect to be followed by the
markets ", whereas private traders " would push into every
creek and corner " 4. It was admitted that an open trade
might lessen the profits of individual traders competing with
one another, but the nation, it was considered, would benefit
1 A Discourse concerning the East India Trade, in Somers, Tracts (ed.
1813), x. 638, 644,
3	Wood, A Survey of Trade (1718), 277.   The most formidable critic of
joint-stock companies was Adam Smith, The Wealth of Nations, bk. v.
chapter i, part iii.
* Kayll, The Trades Increase (1615), 53 ; Britannia Languens (1680),
137 (in sect. vi.). It was claimed that five times the trade might be
gained: The Bast India Trade a most profitable Trade to the Kingdom
(1677), 21.
4	Macpnerson, Annals of Commerce, iii. 151 ;  Gee, The Trade and Navi-
gation^ of Great Britain (ed. 1730), 26.   Cf. Tucker, An Essay on Trade (i 753),
70 : "So many directors, supercargoes, storehouse-keepers, factors, agents!
clerks, and all the pickings of their several dependents ".

